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If it looks like a cigarette and feels like a cigarette, can Boards 
of condominium and homeowner associations regulate the use 
of e-cigarettes? Maybe not. Okay, let ’s �rst get the jargon down 
so we seem hip: e-cigarettes = e-cigs. E-cigs were introduced in 
2007 and are growing rapidly in popularity especially among 
the millennials. E-cigs are battery-powered and look like a 
cigarette but it heats liquid nicotine turning it into a vapor. 
Washington, D.C. has the added issue of the e-cigs being used 
to heat liquid THC (the active ingredient in marijuana). �e 
Board has broad powers to regulate the use of common areas so 
long as the rules are reasonable and not violating federal or 
state laws. �e Board banning cigarette smoking on common 
areas would most likely withstand a challenge. But what about 
banning the use of e-cigs? Even a more di�cult question:  
What powers do condominium boards have to ban e-cigs inside units?

Boards have the ability to adopt “reasonable” rules and 
regulations regarding the use of the general and limited 
common elements. �e emphasis being “reasonable”. �e 
studies are very compelling establishing that second hand 
smoke is a danger to a person’s health. It would be di�cult for 
an owner in a community association to successfully challenge 
the Board’s ability to ban cigarettes in these areas if the Board 
properly adopts a rule. Although, we have seen that banning 

the use of cigarettes in an owner’s unit is not 
quite as clear cut. Arguments have been made 
that second hand smoke entering a unit 
through the ventilation system or even from 
smoking on a balcony creates a nuisance or 
trespass that a�ects the use and enjoyment of 
the non-smoking owner’s unit. But this 
argument has not been successful in most 
cases. “Your home is your castle” is still highly 
regarded so there has to be an extremely 
compelling reason to restrict an owner’s use of 
their unit. �erefore, to restrict the use in a 
unit typically requires an amendment to the 
Declaration and By-Laws versus just adopting 
a Board Rule.

So the question becomes, would e-cigs be 
treated any di�erently? Maybe and here is why. 
�e jury is not out as to whether the “vapor” 
from an e-cig – whether used to burn liquid 
nicotine or THC poses a health risk like 
“second hand smoke” from a tobacco cigarette 
or from smoking marijuana in the form of a 
joint or a bong. Some of the additional factors 
associated with tobacco cigarettes or joints are 
also not applicable to e-cigs. For example, 
there is no cigarette butt or there is no �re 
involved in lighting an e-cig, all of these being 
negative risk factors to supporting the ability 
of the Board to ban cigarette smoking on 
common areas. Since a Board’s rule making 
ability is premised on “reasonableness”, it is 
most certainly possible that a unit owner could 
challenge the banning of e-cigs from the 
common areas due to the lack of these risk 

factors.  Reston Association in June 2013 was 
the �rst Virginia community association to 
ban e-cigs in public spaces. However, to date 
there are no published Virginia cases 
challenging the ban.

�e safer route for Boards when banning 
smoking of a cigarette or joint (applicable to 
DC) from inside a unit is to do so by a 
Declaration or By-Law Amendment assuming 
these existing documents do not already ban 
smoking. Unit Owners buy into the 
condominium association understanding that 
they are subject to properly adopted 
amendments to the governing documents.  
However, if banning e-cigs are included in the 
amendment prohibiting use in the unit like 
cigarettes, the lack of conclusive proof that the 
vapor poses a health risk versus “Your home is 
your castle” may open the door to challenge 
the reasonableness of the amendment 
extending to the use of e-cigs. �is position 
may be additionally supported by the fact that 
the Food and Drug Administration has been 
slow to take on the role of regulating the sale 
and use of e-cigs.  

So this summer while pondering the meaning 
of life poolside, ask yourself these important 
questions to discuss at the next Board meeting: 
Is an e-cig a cig? Is vapor the same as smoke? 
And the most important question of all, “Why 
did I volunteer to run for the Board!?”
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Eco-Goats were recently spotted at a community association in 
Northern Virginia this summer. What are Eco-Goats you say? 
If you have common areas that are di�cult to mow or have 
plants like poison ivy and want free fertilizer, Eco-Goats may 
be right for your community. Watch out for those forgotten use 
restrictions prohibiting the boarding of livestock on the 
property! But if you check with your lawyer and they give you a 
thumbs up to the Eco-Goat lawnmower, just make sure when 
your neighbor brings home the family pet “Billy the Goat” and 
puts the lawnmower out for trash that you have your lawyer at 
the hearing to defend the Association :) 
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We all know the story….or at least those required to sit 
through endless classes in their youth on Virginia history. �e 
explorers sailed to the New World, called their settlement 
Jamestown, searched for gold instead of planting crops and 
died of starvation. And then, tobacco was discovered and the 
colony was spared….or so they thought. Hundreds of years 
later people also discovered that tobacco can kill you 
(allegedly)—and second hand smoke—the links are not good. 

 

In China, public shaming has been used to enforce a recent ban 
on smoking in indoor public spaces, according to an article by 
Adriana Eunjung Cha published in �e Washington Post. 
Public shaming by posting the names of the violators on a web 
site is apparently a big deal in Asia, and frequently, very e�ective. 

Would this work in the Commonwealth of Virginia? 
Have we no shame? �e Virginia experience with public 
shaming—particularly to those dragged on school �eld 
trips to Colonial Williamsburg—is well documented. 
Look at all the stocks outside the colonial court house. A 
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DO NOT TRY THIS 
At Home

OR IN YOUR COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION 

OR ON THE COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION WEBSITE

smoking ban—enforced by public shaming—could be good all across the 
board…good for condominium unit owners (some) and good for the Virginia 
tourist industry. Of course, the law or rule would have to require that violators 
wear colonial garb while in the stocks (for authenticity). 

In 2009, the Virginia General Assembly enacted a ban prohibiting smoking in 
most of the Commonwealth’s bars and restaurants. Bars are one thing—a private 
home is another. �e Virginia Supreme Court has ruled—repeatedly—that 
restrictions on the free use of land are not favored and that the recorded 
governing documents are the contract between the association and the owners 
and that restrictions or penalties must be expressly stated in those documents. In 
a clash between property rights and the right to breath healthy air, who wins? 
Oddly, the response from the Virginia Courts is highly likely to be—if you don’t 
like it, amend your documents. As the expression goes, easier said than done. 
 

�e major di�erence between China and Virginia on public shaming and humiliation is 
that federal and states laws or cases allow those shamed to strike back (“Lucky Strike?”). 
�e law is evolving. Cases and laws originating in California are moving west to state 
courts closer to the Mississippi. And while the law moves from West to East…shaming 
may nudge from East to West. Caught in between? �e Old Dominion. Except for the 
Atlantic Ocean.
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 DO NOT EVEN POST A LIST ON THE COMMUNITY BULLETIN BOARD

THE BEST COURSE OF ACTION FOR YOUR COMMUNITY- AMEND 
YOUR DOCS BEFORE YOU BUY THE STOCKS!
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Our �rm has reviewed a lot of pool rules this summer, raising 
important questions like: 

“Can you suspend use of the pool for nonpayment of 
assessments?” 

“Is the pool compliant with federal laws regarding disabilities?”  

But the one that really caught our eye? �e attempts in the 
pool rules to detail “acceptable” swimwear.  As a result, we 
thought the following brief article published nearly two 
decades ago remains relevant and merits another glance….

Can an association prohibit a man from wearing a “thong” at its 
swimming pool?  �e covenants are silent but the local swim 
ordinance requires that one’s “buttocks” be covered by an 
opaque material.  Would it matter that another man, or a 
woman for that matter, also wore a thong to the pool, i.e., is 
there a waiver problem?  Of course not, everyone knows, two 
thongs don’t make a right. 

 - Where the Sun Shines
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It is with great sadness that the partners and sta� of Segan, 
Mason & Mason, P.C. note the passing of Donald 
Featherstone, creator of the plastic lawn �amingo, just one day 
before National Pink Flamingo Day. Without Mr. 
Featherstone, where would we community association lawyers 
be? Please take a moment to re�ect on his passing. We thank 
you, Mr. Featherstone, for all you’ve done for us.
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thankS for Reading!


